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Recent acquisitions: correspondence
by Sheila Turcon

Since the last update, in 1981, of the correspondence held in Recent Acquisitions the holdings of Russell Archives have improved dramatically. The S.S.H.R.C.C. funding of the Russell Editorial Project in 1980 meant that for a number of years several researchers worked on tracing Russell’s correspondence in repositories and private hands around the world. As well, a major duty of the Assistant Archivist and Archives Cataloguer positions created by the Project grant has been to trace documents.

The results over nine years have been so spectacular that only the new correspondence to and from Russell can be reported. The large amount of correspondence between other parties concerning Russell and by various members of his family is catalogued in a card index available in the Russell Archives. Correspondence written on his behalf by his wives and secretaries is included here but only under the name of the recipient. A large number of correspondents could be reported under more than one point of reference. The solution has been to provide only one but give cross-references wherever they are needed, with the exception of his wives and secretaries and also Sir Stanley Unwin. The latter appears in so many entries that cross-referencing would not be practical. Subjects discussed in the letters are listed in the entries, but no subject index is provided. Once these letters are fully entered into our computerized Archives Inventory, subject searching will be possible. Our initial goal is to consolidate this and the previous Russell listings in the Inventory.

The large recent acquisitions have been dealt with thus. The George Allen & Unwin Papers (copies of the Russell files), Aly Russell Papers (microfilm and printout), and Lady Ottoline Morrell Papers (Russell files, microfilm and printout) were all acquired before the last listing in 1981, when they were reported only briefly. The present listing includes all third-party correspondence with Russell. Allen & Unwin is now Unwin Hyman Ltd. The Aly Russell Papers owned by Barbara Halpern now belong to Camellia Investments. The Dora Russell Papers, Rupert Crawshay-Williams Papers, and Kate Amberley’s Album have received their own listings in Russell. The Lady Constance Malleson Papers and Catherine Marshall Papers (copies of the Russell-related files) are reported here for the first time, following the guidelines outlined in the second paragraph. The remaining material in the Malleson Papers is catalogued in the Russell Archives card index. Material about Russell in the Marshall Papers has been flagged, but no cards prepared. The Edith, Countess Russell Papers are sorted but remain uncatalogued. I hope to begin work on them this summer.

It is only possible to estimate the size of the correspondence reported here. All recent acquisitions are filed in succession by date of receipt. Therefore it is not possible to give a physical measurement of the letters because the acquisitions also contain manuscripts, audio tapes, photographs, etc. In addition, many of the recent acquisitions are not reported here for reasons stated earlier. There are, however, 404 entries in this listing, covering approximately 2,700 letters, telegrams and postcards. We are especially grateful to 88 institutional libraries for sharing their holdings with us. The latest acquisition reported is no. 1,095, which arrived on 30 April 1990.

The following abbreviations should be noted: c. = card; L(s). or l(s). = letter(s); NCF = No-Conscription Fellowship; P(s). or p(s). = photocopy(ies); p.c(s). = post card(s); pmk. = postmarked.

The Bertrand Russell Archives
McMaster University Library

1 The first three updates in this archival inventory series were compiled by Darlene Booth and appeared in Russell, nos. 2–7 (1971–72); nos. 9–11 (1973); and no. 13 (1974). Carl Spadoni’s update appeared in n.s. 1 (1981): 43–67.
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**Correspondence Update, 1981–90**

Adam, Sir Ronald See British Council.


Allen, Clifford L. to BR, 17 May 1917, for presentation to the NCF National Committee. Re the feelings of absolutists in prison. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982. See also under Malleson, Lady Constance.

Allen (George) & Unwin Ltd. Transcripts of 9 ls. from BR and 6 ls. to, 1927–34. L. to BR, 1934. Ps., courtesy of W. Stratton from Butler Library (W.W. Norton Papers), Columbia U. REC. ACQ. 968d.


Allen, Joseph L. from BR, 7 Feb. 1901. In reply to Allen’s request for further information on BR’s paper given at the Paris Philosophical Congress. Ps., courtesy of Schlesinger Library (Annie Ware Allen Papers), Radcliffe College. REC. ACQ. 1,004.

American Civil Liberties Union (Roger Baldwin) L. and telegram from BR and telegram to, 1940. Also 2 ls. from Patricia Russell with enclosed BR statement and transcript of l. from BR to W.W. Norton, 1940. Re CCNY case. Ps., courtesy of Mudd Manuscript Library, Princeton U. REC. ACQ. 701.

American Committee for Cultural Freedom (James Farrell, Sol Stein, Daniel Bell) 2 ls. from BR to Daniel Bell and l. to BR from Daniel Bell, 1953. Transcript of l. from BR to Irving Kristol, 14 June 1953. Re the nature of the Committee and BR’s membership. Transcript of l. from BR to Sol Stein, 23 March 1954. Re BR’s message to Einstein. Transcript of l. to BR from James Farrell, 5 April 1956. Re Morton Sobell and the Rosenberg’s. Ps., courtesy of Tamiment Library, Bobst Library, New York U. REC. ACQ. 870.

American Hebrew See Ewen, David.


(Bette [Elizabeth] Chambers) 2 ls. from BR, 1962–68. Re the Cuban Missile Crisis and denial of his conversion to Christianity. Ps., courtesy of Harry Ruja and Jack Ragsdale from originals in Mrs. Chambers’ possession. REC. ACQ. 825.


Anderson, Dr. William Transcript of I. from BR (in BR’s hand), 13 July 1984. Re consulting Dr. Philpot on the use of contraceptives and the health of any future children of BR. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Box 1.


Anonymous Telegram from BR, 10 Aug. 1927. Re L. to BR from Daniel Bell and l. to BR from Sol Stein, 1914. REC. ACQ. 926.


Army Council See Cubitt, B.B.


Ashton-Gwatkin, Walter Henry Tre-
of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.


Bell, Oliver L. from BR, 6 May 1910. In response to being asked to run for Parliament in South St. Pancras. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 940.

11 Is. from BR, 1918-40. Re Bloomsbury, Michael Goodwin, Sceptical Essays, China, and a humorous comment on World War I. Ps., courtesy of Quentin Bell and King's College Library, Cambridge. REC. ACQ. 820.

Bell, Daniel See American Committee for Cultural Freedom.


Bendiner, Robert See Nation, The.

Berenson, Mary Telegram to BR, 29 Nov. 1894. Re meeting. L. from BR, 23 July 1902. Re Alys' condition after her rest-cure. Microfilm and printouts, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Boxes 1 and 2.

Bendix, Robert See Nation, The.

Berenson, Mary See Nation, The.

Berenson, Mary Telegram to BR, 29 Nov. 1894. Re meeting. L. from BR, 23 July 1902. Re Alys' condition after her rest-cure. Microfilm and printouts, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Boxes 1 and 2.


Boseda See Gorky, Maxim.

Best, Marshall A. See Viking Press.

Birch, Una See Pope-Hennessy, Una.

Black, Max L. and p.c. from BR, 1936. In response to request to write a philosophical article. Gift of Prof. Black. REC. ACQ. 589.


Bloom, Jonathan M. See Brender, Sally.

Bonnet, H. See International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation.

Born, Max 42 Is. and telegram from BR (l. on his behalf by secretary Ann Burton), 1951-68 and 22 Is. to, 1955-68. Re the Russell-Einstein Manifesto, Pugwash, and the Cuban Missile Crisis. The file also contains some copies of BR's telegrams and correspondence with world leaders during the Crisis. L. to and l. from Mrs. Born, July 1966. Re her husband's illness. Also l. from BR to both of the Borns, 1969. Thank-you l. for a book they sent. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz Handschriftenabteilung, Berlin. REC. ACQ. 804.

Borrett, W.W. See Blackfriars Press Ltd., The.

Bowater, Sir T. Vansittart (chairman of Visiting Committee, Brixton Prison) L. from BR, 10 May 1918. Requesting "greater frequency of letters and visits" and asking to see H. Wildon Carr and A.N. Whitehead specifically. P., courtesy of Public Record Office (Home Office Papers). REC. ACQ. 903i.

Letter from BR to Amber Blanco White, c. 1929, re an unknown writing project.
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All Communications addressed:

"THE PRINCIPAL"
Boyd Orr, Lord 2 ls. from BR, 1964. Re the formation of the British "Who Killed Kennedy?" Committee. Ps., courtesy of Dept. of Manuscripts, National Library of Scotland. REC. ACQ. 778. See also under Dulles, John Foster.


Brandt, Annelie P. of transcript of translated l. to BR. 27 May 1964. Re the release of her husband, Heinz Brandt. Purchase (Stefan Themerson). REC. ACQ. 867.


Brenan, Gamel 29 ls. from BR, 1938–58. Re pacifism, anarchy, Chamberlain and Munich, his love for England, his children, impressions of America, History of Western Philosophy, Patricia Russell's alleged suicide attempt, and the power of radio broadcasts. Encl. ms., 1 leaf, beginning “From the first I have loved your strange eyes...” Ps., courtesy of Berg Collection, New York Public Library. REC. ACQ. 705. See also under Brenan, Gerald.

Brenan, Gerald 3 ls. from BR, 1934–36. Re the possibility of a revolution in Spain and his decision not to buy property there. Also a long discussion, with many examples, concerning the political and religious cruelty of past ages. L. from BR, c. 1936, to Gerald and his wife Gamel thanking them for the visit to Spain with a p.s. from Patricia Russell. L. from BR, 1967, thanking them for a birthday telegram. Ps., courtesy of Berg Collection, New York Public Library. REC. ACQ. 706.


British Association for Childhood Education (Miss Owen) L. from BR, 13 Jan. 1926. Accepts a vice-presidency as long as it entails no work. P., courtesy of British Library of Political and Economic Science, London School of Economics. REC. ACQ. 1,006.

British Broadcasting Corporation 86 ls. from BR (nine written on BR's behalf by Josephine Hall) and 175 ls. from 32 people to BR, 1944–49. Also, Copyright Dept.: 16 ls. from BR (four written on her behalf by secretaries) and 27 ls. to, 1945–62. Ps., courtesy of BBC Written Archives. REC. ACQ. 1,021b–c.

British Council (Mary Wallington, Sir Ronald Adam) 2 ls. from BR, 1946–48 and l. from Patricia Russell, 1948. Re BR's lecture tours of Italy (cancelled), Norway, and Switzerland. Also a number of governmental memos and ls. concerning the tours, especially the plane crash at Trondheim. Ps., courtesy of Public Record Office. REC. ACQ. 839.

British Institute of Philosophy (Sydney E. Hooper) 11 ls. from BR and 3 ls. to, 1924–28. Re its foundation and writing and lecturing for it. Ps., courtesy of Royal Institute of Philosophy. REC. ACQ. 978a.

British, Vera 3 ls. from BR and 4 ls. to, 1960–63. BR's 1960 l. to her is an invitation to join the Committee of 100. The 1963 l. concerns a difference of opinion between BR and the editorial staff of Peace News. Ps., courtesy of Archives and Research Collections (British Papers), McMaster U. REC. ACQ. 159.


Brixton Prison See Bowater, Sir T. Vansittart; Haynes, C.

Brooks, Van Wyck See Seven Arts, The.


L. to BR, 8 April 1918. Expresses thanks that BR found his book interesting. Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 596.


Bryn Mawr College See Weiss, Paul.

Buchanan, Scott (U. of Chicago) [mid-May 1937]. Transcript of l. from BR, probably to Buchanan because he offered BR a job at the U. of Chicago with the Committee on Liberal Arts. Re Euclid, great books, China, and the job offer. P., courtesy of U. of Chicago (President's Papers). REC. ACQ. 995.

Buchanan-Brown, J. See Lane (John) The Bodley Head.


Burdett, Maud Transcript of l. from BR (in BR's hand), 7 Sept. 1894. Encourages her to make the most of her life. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Box 1.

L. to BR, 17 Nov. 1912. Thank-you l. for book. Encl. with l. #643 to Lady Outline Morrell. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Ransom Humanities Research Center, U. of Texas at Austin. REC. ACQ. 69.

Burnett, Whit See Story Press.

Burrus, C. Delise L. to BR, 12 June [1916]. Invites BR to attend a conference and open a discussion on the Quakers. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office
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(Butler, Neville M. L. to BR, July 1924. Re Boxer Indemnity Bill. P., courtesy of Catherine Johnson from Public Record Office (Foreign Office Papers). REC. ACQ. 822.


Cabello, I.M. L. to BR, 24 April 1930. Re permission to translate Marriage and Morals into a dialect of the Phillippines. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 1.

Cacciquo, N.B. See Unesco.


California, U. of See Sproul, Robert Gordon.


Campbell (unidentified) Transcript of telegram to BR, n.d. Received by W.W. Norton and forwarded to BR in 23 Sept. P., courtesy of Butler Library (W.W. Norton Papers), Columbia U. REC. ACQ. 983.

Canada: Dept. of Agriculture (J.A. Ruddick) Transcript of I. from BR, [1926] and transcript of I. and I. to, 1926. Re statement in On Education Especially in Early Childhood about preservatives in Canadian butter. P., courtesy of National Archives of Canada. REC. ACQ. 800. See also Garden City Press, Quebec.


Carus, Paul See Open Court Publishing Co.

Catlin, George 11 Is. from BR, in addition to the 12 Is. previously reported and 9 Is. to, in addition to the 7 Is. previously reported, 1931-64. Re The Conquest of Happiness, arranging meetings, Philosophical Society, Tom Paine Society, and the situation in Iraq in 1964. P., courtesy of Archives and Research Collections (Catlin Papers). McMaster U. REC. ACQ. 153.


Chang Shu-Fu L. from BR, 10 Nov. 1920. Praises his bibliography of BR, answers questions on logic, philosophy, and phenomenalism, with comments on Poincaré, Bergson, Alexander, and marriage. P., courtesy of Vera Schwartz. REC. ACQ. 914.

Chester, P.J. See Oxford U. Press.

Chicago, U. of See Buchanan, Scott.

Chu Chao-Hsin See Europe and Asia and Annual Government or any other suitable topic. P., courtesy of Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi. REC. ACQ. 781.

Chambers, Bette (Elizabeth) See American Humanist Association.


Chang, E.A. L. to BR, 28 June 1937. Re his not going to the U. of Chicago and his plans to lecture at L.S.E. P., courtesy of Archives and Research Collections (Catlin Papers). McMaster U. REC. ACQ. 803.

Cavalcanti, Geraldo L. to BR, 28 June 1938. Re permission to translate Marriage and Morals into Portuguese for Brazil and perhaps Portugal. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2.


Carr, E.A. L. to BR, 23 March 1928. Asks that Free Thought and Official Propaganda be acknowledged as a Conway Memorial Lecture on publication. Encl. with 1. to Unwin of 26 March 1928. P., courtesy of Allen &


Condé Nast Publications (Siriol Hugh Jones) L. to BR, 3 May 1951. Re permission for the rights to "Memories of My Childhood" for British Vogue. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2.


Continuum 1 Ltd. (Anton Felton) L. from BR, 6 April 1968. Republication of "The Perplexities of John Fostice". P., courtesy of Mr. Felton. REC. ACQ. 117.


Coppock, Sir Richard See under Dulles, John Foster.

Costelloe, Karin. See Stephen, Karin.

Cottage Hotel, Lynton, N. Devon L. from BR, 1918, written on Lady Constance Malleson’s behalf. Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 596.

Courtenay, Mrs. (probably Catherine Courtenay) L. from BR, 24 Oct. 1902. Re Herbert Spencer’s Ultimate Questions. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Box 2.

Cousins, Norman See Saturday Review.

Cove Hotel, West Lulworth, Dorset (J.W. Ennis) L. to BR, 1919. Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 596.


Crider, James L. See Fortune.


Dartington Hall School See Curry, W.B.

Daugaard, B. (København’s Universitet) L. to BR, 26 Aug. 1933. Re publishing an English version of his pamphlet on the Foreign Office, to be signed by Lord Newton, informing them that they are prohibited area ban. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 6.

Dewey, John Transcript of l. from BR, 30 May 1940. Thanks him for transmitting offer from A.C. Barnes to lecture at his foundation. P., courtesy of Special Collections, Southern Illinois U., Carbondale. REC. ACQ. 1,048.

Dial, The (Seofield Thayer, Marianne Moore) L. from BR and l. to, 1927. Re an article by Dorothy Harvey submitted by BR and rejected. Ps., courtesy of U. of Rochester Library. REC. ACQ. 698.


Draft of l. to BR and Dickinson, 11 Dec. 1924, by Sydney Waterlow of the Foreign Office, to be signed by Lord Newton, informing them that they are no longer members of the Boxer Indemnity Committee. P., courtesy of Catherine Johnson from the Public Record Office (Foreign Office Papers). REC. ACQ. 822.


Donnelly, Lucy M. L. from BR, n.d., but written on Bagley Wood notepaper. Re arranging a walk. P., courtesy of Maria Forte from the American Philosophical Society. REC. ACQ. 1,017c.


Dorward, Alan Transcript of l. to BR, 9 March 1937. Re BR’s books being out of print. Ps., courtesy of Allen &
Unwin. Rec. Acq. 70, Box 2.


Drummond, Hon. Adelaide, Elizabeth, Lady Melvill, and Hon. Isabel Warburton Draft of L. from BR, n.d. but c. May 1894. Informs them of his engagement. BR’s note to Alys explains that they were “children of my grandfather’s [Lord John Russell’s] first wife by her former marriage”. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. Rec. ACQ. 434, Box 1.


Dutton (E.P.) and Co. L. from BR, 30 Sept. 1926. Re permission to reprint excerpts from Icarus in his Selected Papers. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. Rec. ACQ. 70, Box 1.


Edling, Mary E. See American Humanist Association.

Edwards, Ellis 2 Ls. from BR, 1903-1904. Re Moore’s influence on BR as well as comments on Weierstrass, Cantor, Peano, Meinong, and Kant. Ps., courtesy of National Library of Wales. Rec. ACQ. 797.


Eisenhower, Dwight D. See under Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell.


Elliot, Henry Ware L. to James H. Woods, 7 April 1916. Contains the text of a cable from BR to T.S. Elliot, advising him not to cross the Atlantic for his oral. Published in The Letters of T.S. Elliot, Vol. 1: 1898-1922. P., courtesy of Regenstein Library, U. of Chicago where it is on deposit from Mrs. David G. Williams. Rec. ACQ. 1,081.

Elliot, T.S. 6 Ls. from BR, 1919-49 and 1. to, 8 April 1942. Re Clifford Allen, a book by Syng, retrieving his furniture from Marlow, his American tour of 1924, an editorial note by Elliot in Criterion on BR’s article in The Dial in 1924, shared affection, Vivien Elliot, and the O.M. Ps., courtesy of Valerie Elliot. Rec. ACQ. 1,077.

Engelbreton, George L. from BR, 1 Aug. 1963. Refers him to BR’s books for answers to his questions. P., courtesy of Louis Greenspan from Mr. Engelbreton. Rec. ACQ. 1,076.


Ennis, J.W. See Cove Hotel.

Establier, A. See International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation.

Evan, William M. See Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Everard, Elizabeth L. from BR, 3 Nov. 1924. Declines to chair a meeting and suggests Edward Carpenter as a replacement. P., courtesy of Tamiment Collection, Bobst Library, New York U.; original at the International Institute for Social History, Amsterdam. Rec. ACQ. 697.

Ewen, David (American Hebrew) 2 Ls. from BR, 1933-37. Re anti-Semitism, Jewish assimilation, Hitler and Germany, fascism, and nationalism. One is a purchased 1.; the other a p. of a typed 1. with emendations by BR supplied by the seller. The carbon of the typed 1. is in RA 1 410 without emendations. Rec. ACQ. 1,082.


Farrell, James See American Committee for Cultural Freedom.


Fox, Barry L. from BR, 24 Sept. 1930. Re her daughter, Judith Bickford, who was a pupil at Beacon Hill School. Also a report card, 28 March 1931, signed by BR and Dora Russell. Purchase. Rec. ACQ. 836.
Frankau, Pamela L. from BR, 22 Sept. 1960. Re the CND adopting a campaign of civil disobedience and the formation of the Committee of 100. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 787.

Fremantle, Anne 6 ls. from BR, 1942-57. Re his refusal to write a preface for her, William of Occam, and arranging meetings. P., courtesy of Berg Collection, New York Public Library. REC. ACQ. 707.

Friedwald, E.M. See Unesco.


Fry, Roger 2 ls. to BR, 1930-33. Re the Times not printing BR's contribution to C.P. Sanger's obituary and Fry's visit with the Gerald Banners at Yegen, Spain. Ps., courtesy of King's College Library, Cambridge. REC. ACQ. 1,038.


Gaberbochus Press (T. Richards) 2 ls. from BR and 1. to, 1960. Re ordering several copies of The Good Citizen's Alphabet. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 867. See also Themerson, Stefan and Franciszka.

Galton, F.W. See Fabian Society.

Garden City Press, Quebec (J.J. Harpell) Transcript of 1. from BR and 1. to, 1927. Re statement in On Education, Especially in Early Childhood about preservatives in Canadian butter. Ps., courtesy of National Archives of Canada (Dept. of Agriculture Papers). REC. ACQ. 800. See also Canada: Dept. of Agriculture.

Gardiner, Dr. L. from BR, 22 Aug. 1894. Re the proposed three-month separation from Alys. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434. Box 1.


Gates of Zion, The (N.D. Gross) L. to BR, 7 June 1948. Re publishing his rebuttal of their review of History of Western Philosophy. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 6 (Third-Party file).


German Democratic Republic (Mr. Steller) P. of transcript of translated 1. to, BR, 22 April 1963. Re the release of Heinz Brandt. Purchase (Stefan Themerson). REC. ACQ. 867.

Gibson, George See under Gollancz, Victor.

Gill, Eric L. from Patricia Spence, 10 Aug. 1935. Thanks him for the "chain" 1. with ten shillings and notes that BR has already received "fifteen notes in return for the one he sent out". Also a chain 1. with BR's name at the top. Ps., courtesy of Clark Library, UCLA. REC. ACQ. 692.

Gilles, William See Labour Party.

Gillon, Eileen V. See Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd.


Glukstein (?), S.O. See Verlag Birkhäuser A.G.


Gödel, Kurt Draft of 1. to BR, 28 Sept. 1943. Re his intention of not replying to his article in Paul Schilpp's The Philosophy of Bertrand Russell and suggesting that perhaps his article should not appear as a result. P., courtesy of John Dawson from the Institute for Advanced Study (Gödel Papers), Princeton U. REC. ACQ. 794.

Gollancz, Victor 11 ls. and telegram from BR, 1947-49, 1952, and 1964. L. to BR, 26 Aug. 1948. Re Save Europe Now, the United Europe Movement, the treatment of three German Field Marshals, support for Ernest von Weizsäcker, State Secretary of the German Foreign Office, dismantling in Germany, prison conditions, and the Kennedy assassination. Joint 1. from BR and Gollancz to Lord Lindsay, George Gibson, Gordon Lang and Evelyn King, [June 1947]. Re resigning from United Europe Committee. Ps., courtesy of Modern Records Centre (Gollancz Papers), U. of Warwick Library. REC. ACQ. 663. See also under Gellner, Ernest.

Gooch, G.P. 2 ls. from BR, 1938-65. The earlier 1. asks for Gooch's assistance with a German refugee and friend of BR's, Mr. Guttczen. Ps., courtesy of U.F.J. Eyck from originals in the possession of Bernard Gooch. REC. ACQ. 775.

Gordon, J. King See Nation, The.

Gorky, Maxim (Beseda) 2 ls. from BR, 1923. Re his publishing in Gorky's new review Beseda and I. of introduction for Lady Ottoline Morrell. Ps., courtesy of M. Gorky Archives, Moscow. REC. ACQ. 810.


Graschner, Walter See Fortime.


Graves, Anna Melissa 9 ls. and p.c. from BR, 1922-57. Re China, Latin America, Hitler and the Nazis, pacifism, the Soviet Union, the Korean War, the merits of the West, and Haya de la Torre. Ps., courtesy of Swarthmore College Peace Collection. REC. ACQ. 696.

Greenwood, C.J. See Lane (John) The Bodley Head.

Grinling, Mr. L. from BR, 2 Feb. 1923. Re his willingness to finance the education of a needy student at Cambridge and collection of funds for the birth control case of Guy and Rose Ciszka.

Gross, N.D. See Gates of Zion, The.


L. from BR, 22 Nov. 1949 and l. to,

Hand, Frances See under Hand, Learned.


Hare, Maurice E. L. to BR, 1 July 1952. Corrects the version of his letter, with a limerick quoted in The Impact of Science on Society. Not forwarded to Allen & Unwin until 3 April 1956. Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.

Harpell, J. J. See Garden City Press.


Harrison, Austin See English Review, The.

Haynes, C. (Governor of Brixton Prison) 3 Is. from BR, 1918 in the form of petitions. Asks for permission to enjoy first Division privileges, see his solicitor, send miss to H. Wildon Carr, and see Carr and A.N. Whitehead on business visits. Ps., courtesy of Public Record Office (Home Office Papers). REC. ACQ. 903i.


Hedrick, Earle Raymond (Dept. of Mathematics, UCLA) 3 Is. from BR, 1939–40. Re the difficulties of obtaining an immigrant’s visa, the CCNY case, and axioms and infinite numbers. Ps., courtesy of Research Library, UCLA. REC. ACQ. 930.


Henderson, Fred L. from BR, 20 Feb. 1933. Invites him to lunch after becoming interested in his books published by Allen & Unwin. Ps., courtesy of Norfolk Record Office. REC. ACQ. 1,003.


Hetherington, Alastair See Manchester Guardian, The.

Hethy, Margaretre See under Reichenbach, Hans.

Hibbert Journal, The (L.A. Garrard) L. from BR, 14 May 1956. Re saving lines in his review without removing text. Ps., courtesy of the Hibbert Trust; original at Manchester College Library, Oxford. REC. ACQ. 703.


Hicks, G. Dawes L. from BR, 23 May 1928. Queries whether John Dewey would visit Beacon Hill School. Ps., courtesy of Hibbert Trust; original at Manchester College Library, Oxford. REC. ACQ. 735.

Hinde, Wilfred See under Rinder, Gladys.


Hooper, Sydney E. See British Institute of Philosophy.


Hughes, Enrys See Forward.

Humbert-Droz, Jules (Le Phare) 2 Is. from BR, 1920. Re subscribing to the pro-Soviet Le Phare while explaining that BR's trip to Russia was going to result in articles containing restrained criticism of the government there. Ps., courtesy of Ville de la Chaux-de-Fonds Bibliotheque, Switzerland. REC. ACQ. 1,045.

Huxley, Julian 25 Is. from BR, 1919–67 and 3 Is. to, 1945–65. Re meeting J.B.S. Haldane, lecturing in America, his divorce from Dora Russell, the Strong Trust, the Aldous Huxley memorial volume, and the population question. Also 2 Is. and a card from BR to Julian and his wife Juliette, 1962–64. Ps., courtesy of Woodson Research Centre, Fondren Library, Rice U. REC. ACQ. 898.

Huxley, Juliette 3 thank-you 1.s. from BR, 1949–64. Ps., courtesy of Woodson Research Centre, Fondren Library, Rice U. REC. ACQ. 898. See also under Huxley, Julian.

Indian Majiis See Chagla, Mr.

Indiana U. See Bryan, William Lowe.

International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation (H. Bonnet, Director) 2 ls. and telegram to BR and 1. from, 1933. Refuses invitation to a conference in Madrid jointly sponsored by the League of Nations' Permanent Committee on Arts and Letters on "Whither Civilisation?" Also 1. from BR to Mary Murray, 1933, instructing her to refuse for him and her 1. to Bonnet doing so.

(A. Establier, Head of the Scientific Relations Service) 2 Is. to BR and printed c. from, 1938. Refuses invitation to a study committee on the "foundation and method in mathematical sciences" in Zurich. Ps., courtesy of Unesco Archives. REC. ACQ. 739.

Jacobs, L.P. L. from BR, 10 Nov. 1936. Re pacifism and responding to Jacks' "discussion". (Jacks was editor of the Hibbert Journal but it contains no "discussion" in 1936.) Purchase. REC. ACQ. 938.

Jacobs, Nicholas 2 Is. from BR, 1961–63. Thanks him for a quotation from Marx on capital punishment and notes that there is not yet any conclusive evidence on the genetic inferiority of negroes. Ps., courtesy of John G. Slater. REC. ACQ. 819.


Jones, Ernest 2 Is. from BR, 1924. Re causality, his introduction to F.A. Lange's History of Materialism, Einstein, and space and time. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 635.

Jones, Siriol Hugh See Condé Nast Publications.

Kahn, Magda Transcript of 1. to BR, 19 Jan. 1933. Re translating BR's articles into German. Encl. with 1. to
King, Evelyn See under Gollancz, Victor.

King, Jr., Martin Luther 2 ls. from BR, 1963. Re his appeal to N. Krushchev on behalf of Soviet Jews. Ps., courtesy of King Library and Archives, The Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Non-Violent Change, Inc. REC. ACQ. 682.


Kiyosawa, Retsu K. See Hohi Shimbun.

Kebenahvus U. See Daugaard, B.

Koestler, Arthur 2 ls. from BR and 3 ls. to, 1946. Also I. to BR from Mamaïne Paget Koestler, 1946. Re plans to revive the old League pour les Droits de l'Homme under a new name. Ps., courtesy of Edinburgh U. Library. REC. ACQ. 1,093.

Koestler, Mamainne Paget See under Koestler, Arthur.


The same ls. were also sent to Norman Thomas by Kohlberg with a covering I. of 10 April 1958. Ps., courtesy of Manuscripts and Archives Division, New York Public Library (Norman Thomas Papers). REC. ACQ. 899.

The published I. of 8 March 1958 has been previously reported as there is a p. in the Corliss Lamont Papers. REC. ACQ. 17j.

Kromoff, Manuel 9 ls. from BR, 1925-30. Mainly re BR's Selected Papers which Kromoff organized, but On Education and Marriage and Morals are also mentioned. Ps., courtesy of W. Stratton from Butler Library (Kromoff Papers), Columbia U. REC. ACQ. 965.


Kristol, Irving See under American Committee for Cultural Freedom.

Kyllingham, Otto See Constable & Co. Ltd.

Labour Party (William Gillies) L. from BR, 19 Sept. 1935. Notes that he severed his connection with the Anti-War Movement when he discovered it was Communist. Ps., courtesy of Labour Party Archives. REC. ACQ. 871.

Lamb, Flora M. See Mosher (Thomas Bird).


Lange, Gordon See under Gollancz, Victor.

Langlo, Robert Thank-you I. from BR, 29 March 1956. Gift of Mr. Langlo. REC. ACQ. 752.

Lasch, Robert See St. Louis Post-Di­patch.

Leach, Henry Goddard See Forum, The.

Lee, Gerald Stanley (Smith College) 2 ls. to BR and 3 ls. from, 1913-14. Re BR's lecture at Smith on "Mysticism and Logic". Ps., courtesy of Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass. REC. ACQ. 808.


Lever, Sir Tresham See Thornton Butterworth Ltd.

Levy, Bean W. 2 ls. and telegram from BR, 1956-60. Re Levy's campaign for the limitation of secret police powers and BR's campaign against nuclear war. Also telegram signed by BR and others (not Levy) to Ferenc Munnich, President of Council of Ministers, Budapest, Hungary. Re release of political prisoners. Ps., courtesy of Manuscripts Section, U. of Sussex Library. REC. ACQ. 582.

Lewis, Oscar See Westgate Press.


Life and Letters (Desmond MacCarthy) L. to BR, 31 Jan. 1931. Rejects BR's article, "Nice People", and comments on The Conquest of Happiness. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Blanco White. REC. ACQ. 726. See also MacCarthy, Desmond.

Lincoln, Miss L. from BR, 4 Nov. 1931. Thanks her for her excellent secretarial services. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 67.

Lindsay, Lord See under Gollancz,
Victor.

Litwinsky, Jean See Columbia University Forum.

Littledale, Clare Savage See Parents’ Magazine.

Lloyd, C.M. L. to BR, 21 Dec 1934. Re arranging to send a copy of Freedom and Organization to Freda Utley in Moscow. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2.


Lloyd, Margaret. 7 ls. from BR, 1964-69. Re the Hans Fladung case and her husband and Francis Meynell’s trusteeship. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 722.

Lock, B.F. L. to BR, 11 June 1916. Offers his private support with regard to BR’s prosecution. (Lock was a judge.) Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982.

Lodge, Sir Oliver. Draft l. from BR, early April 1916, written for Catherine Marshall’s signature. In reply to Lodge’s letter to her father refusing to sign a memorial to the Prime Minister protesting the Tribunals for conscientious objectors. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982.

London School of Economics (William Beveridge). Transcript of l. from BR and others, c. April 1934, protesting the expulsion of two students from the School. P., courtesy of House of Lords (David Lloyd George Papers). REC. ACQ. 872.

Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd. (Eileen V. Gillon) L. to BR, 28 May 1962. Re a request to quote from Philosophical Essays. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.

Lord, J.A. 2 ls. to BR and l. from, 1960. In response to BR’s view of religion in his article “What Is an Agnostic?”. Ps., courtesy of Mr. Lord. REC. ACQ. 815.

Luce, Henry R. See Fortune.


Macdonald, Dwight. 2 ls. from and 2 ls. to BR, 1960. Re possible New Yorker profile on BR. Ps., courtesy of Yale U. Library. REC. ACQ. 892.


Makower, Stanley. 5 ls. from BR, 1893-95. Re a walking tour of Cornwall, Oswald Sickert, undergraduate life at Cambridge, and art appreciation. Ps., courtesy of Quinton Bridge. REC. ACQ. 648.

Mallison, Lady Constance. 789 ls. and 32 telegrams from BR, 1916-69 and 17 ls., 5 p.cs., and 41 telegrams to BR, 1917-50. Two of the p.cs. are also signed by Clifford Allen. Several of BR’s ls. from Brixton Prison are written under pseudonyms. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 596.

Manchester Guardian, The. (C.P. Scott, G. Wadsworth, Alastair Hetherington) 17 ls. and telegram from BR and 15 ls. to, 1921-65. The earlier ls. are private and concern articles BR was writing for the newspaper on China, democracy and the USA. The later letters were often intended for publication (although not always published) and concern preventive war, the Baruch Proposal, the Committee of 100 trial, Greek political prisoners, Francis Noel-Baker, violence, and a Bolskoi benefit performance. Ps., courtesy of Rylands U. Library of Manchester. REC. ACQ. 792.


Mehluish, George. L. from BR, 21 March 1959. Expresses regret that he is unable to read Melhuish’s The Paradoxical Universe. P., courtesy of Mr. Mehluish. REC. ACQ. 887.

Melvill, Elizabeth. Lady See Drummond, Hon. Adelaide.


Melvill, Elizabeth. Lady See Drummond, Hon. Adelaide.


Millay, Kathleen. 4 ls. from BR, 1929-40. Re her Against the Wall and The Beggar at the Gate, education in England and USA, and the filming of his


Moore, Marianne See Dial, The


Mordell, Albert L. from BR, 6 June 1916. Thanks Mordell for sending him a copy of his Dante and other Waning Classics. Re Dante, Milton, a Kempis, St. Augustine, and Pascal. Though not retained by BR, this book has rejoined his library at McMaster. Ps., courtesy of Van Pelt Library (Mordell Collection), U. of Pennsylvania. REC. ACQ. 1,086.


Morse, Rose See Philosophical Library.


Münchner, Ferenc See under Levy, Benn W.


Murray, Mary See under International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation.


(Margaret Marshall) L. from BR and l. to, Sept. 1940. Declines to review Santayana’s Realms of Being because he is writing an essay about him. Ps., courtesy of Schlesinger Library (Freda Kirchwey Papers),

Letter from BR to Flora M. Lamb of Thomas Bird Mosher re the publication of A Free Man’s Worship.

31 Sydney Street
London, S.W. 3.
Oct. 25, 1923

Dear Madam,

Thank you for the five copies of A Free Man’s Worship. It is beautifully produced, and I wish it were possible to express my gratitude to Mr. Mosher. I am very much pleased to hear of his death; he performed a labors of love in a way that commanded admiration.

Yours very truly,

Randall Russell.

Flora M. Lamb

Letter from BR to Flora M. Lamb of Thomas Bird Mosher re the publication of A Free Man’s Worship.
Radcliffe College. REC. ACQ. 1,004.  
Nature Care Hospital Council (Gladys Nickies [??]) to BR, 23 May 1932. Requests a copy of On Education. Forwarded to Unwin by Patricia Spence, 27 May 1932. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 6.  
New Statesman, The (G.J. Vincent, secretary to ed.) to BR, 6 July 1923. Re forwarding a proof to the editor of the Dial who was then in Germany. Presumably the proof was for BR’s review of Santayana which appeared in both periodicals in Sept. 1923. P., courtesy of Yale U. Library. REC. ACQ. 229a.  
Nicol, Jean L. from BR, 11 Nov. 1920. Introduces Chang Shen-Fu who was leaving China to visit France. P., courtesy of Vera Schwartz. REC. ACQ. 914.  
No-Conscription Fellowship As acting chairman of the NCF, BR sent out a number of circular Is. by himself and some jointly signed with others. There are 6 Is. extant from 1917–19. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982. Noelek, Miss See Library of Living Philosophers, The.  
Norman, C.H. L. from BR and 2 Is. to, May 1917. Re a proposed NCF circular l. to be sent to the Home Office camps. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982. North (unidentified) L. from BR, 19 Aug. 1963. Mentions the Chinese. Gift of Katharine Tait from the papers of her brother. She suggests the l. was possibly meant for John but misaddressed to North Whitehead. REC. ACQ. 1,050.  
Norton, Henry Kittredge L. from BR, 15 June 1936. Re meeting in America. Previously reported incorrectly as l. to Mr. L. Henry. P., courtesy of John Lenz. REC. ACQ. 504.  
Ohlsson, A. See Swedish Consulate-General in London.  
Ollivier-Bertrand, Rafael L. to BR, 6 Nov. 1958 with encl. Outlines the political situation in Spain and asks for help in relocating abroad. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.  
Open Court Publishing Co. (Paul Carus) L. to BR, 9 March 1916. Returns his articles on the State and on Property after noting Carus had sent them to the Atlantic Monthly where they were also rejected. Ps., courtesy of W. Straton from Atlantic Monthly Co. REC. ACQ. 927.  
Osterling, Anders See Swedish Academy.  
Owen, Miss See British Association for Early Childhood Education.  
Recent acquisitions: correspondence

Phare, Le See Humbert-Droz, Jules.

Philosophical Library (Rose Morse) 2 ls. from BR and 1. to, 1957. Re reprinting his essays. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.


Parents' Magazine (Clare Savage Littledale) L. from BR, 26 Nov. 1931. Re a requested article on fathers (yet not published by the magazine). P., courtesy of Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College. REC. ACQ. 1,004.

Passmore, John A. L. from BR, 9 March 1950. Declines his invitation to visit New Zealand. P., courtesy of Prof. Passmore. REC. ACQ. 1,057.

Pate, Miss (University Typewriting Office, Cambridge) L. from BR, n.d. but between 24 July and 23 Aug. 1911. Requests her to type two copies of additional chapters of [The Problems of Philosophy], one for himself and one for Gilbert Murray. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 823.

Pauling, Linus 5 ls. from BR (one on his behalf by secretary Ann Burton) and 7 ls. to BR, 1956–58 and 1963–64. Encl. agendas. Re Pugwash and its beginnings, the controversy with the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, and the Peace Foundation as well as some personal meetings. Ps., courtesy of Corn Library, Oregon State U. (Pauling Papers). REC. ACQ. 1,075.

Payne, George M. See Times Star.

Peet, Herbert L. from BR and 1. to, 1919. Re BR's inability to recognize Peet in the hall at Overstrand Mansions where SR was staying with Clifford Allen. P., courtesy of Jo Vellacott from Friends Library, Friends House, London. REC. ACQ. 348v.
Recent acquisitions: correspondence


Russell, John Francis Stanley (“Frank”), 2nd Earl L. from BR, 11 ls. from BR, 1918, written from prison. Re arranging business affairs and visitors. Some of these ls. have been previously reported but from different sources. BR’s “prison” ls. were typed and circulated among a group of people. Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 596.

Russell, Mary Annette (“Elizabeth”), Countess L. to BR, 9 July 1920. Re BR’s return from Russia and the possibility of him visiting her in Switzerland, Clifford Allen, Constance Malleson, Dora Black and Frank Russell.

Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.

Schlick, Moritz 2 ls. from BR, 1923. Re supplying the Philosophical Institute in Vienna with BR’s out-of-print books, visiting Vienna, and both contributing and helping to find other contributors for Schlick’s journal [Zeitschrift für exakte Philosophie, which failed to begin publishing]. Jean Nicod, Hans Reichenbach, and the Polish group of logicians are mentioned. Ps., courtesy of Henk Mulder from Institut voor Grondslagenonderzoek, Universiteit van Amsterdam. REC. ACQ. 834.


Schuster, M. Lincoln See under Schuster, Inc.

Scott, C.P. See Manchester Guardian, The.

Scott, Midred Minturn 14 ls. from BR, 1913–17. Re their friendship, suggestions and comments on her philosophical reading, Theory of Knowledge, America, Tagore, Sir Francis Younghusband, and World War I. Ps., courtesy of Leslie Allison and Lewis Croome. REC. ACQ. 805, 868, 956.

Scrace, Frank L., 27 Aug. 1917, addressed “Dear Sir” and possibly meant for BR. A thank-you l. for assistance provided to his family with the hope that more can be done. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982.

Sedgwick, Ellery See Atlantic Monthly, The.

Seven Arts, The (Van Wyck Brooks) L. from BR, 18 May 1917. Re his article “Is Nationalism Moribund?” and

Shakoor, M. A. See Pakistan Times.


Simon and Schuster, Inc. (M. Lincoln Shuster) 4 Is. and 12 telegrams to BR, 1951–64 and l. from BR (also 2 on his behalf, 1 by Coward Chance and Co. and 1 by a secretary), 1950–53. (BR's ls. have been previously reported with the exception of the new one listed above.) Ps., courtesy of W. Stratten from Butler Library (Schuster Papers), Columbia U. REC. ACQ. 232a.

L. to BR, 9 April 1948. Encl. with l. to Unwin of 14 April 1948. Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2. Transcript of l. from BR, 22 Sept. 1956. P., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3. Note: there are other Simon and Schuster/BR ls. in the files of Allen & Unwin that are not reported here because they are also in REC. ACQ. 232a.


Simon, Ernest Emil Darwin, Baron Simon of Wythenshawe 2 ls. to BR, 1959 (one marked "draft, not sent") and 2 ls. from, 1960. Re BR's anti-nuclear work, a thank-you l. for BR's contribution to Simon's 80th birthday book, hiring a Public Relations Officer (Wayland Young) for Pugwash, and the need for the Committee of 100. Ps., courtesy of Cultural Services Dept., City of Manchester. REC. ACQ. 793.

Simon, Henry See Simon and Schuster, Inc.


Sinclair, Mr. L. from BR, 13 April 1936. Looks forward to seeing him and hearing news of China and Yuen Ren Chao. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 933.


Singer, Herman See Socialist Call, The.

Smedley, Frederic C. L. from BR and l. from BR's secretary, 1961–63. Re BR's anti-nuclear campaigns and the formation of the BR Peace Foundation. Ps., courtesy of Butler Library (Smedley Papers), Columbia U. REC. ACQ. 863.


Smith, Logan Pearshall L. from BR, 5 Dec. 1893. Agrees with Logan's advice not to become engaged to Alys and notes he is very interested in her work. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Box 1.

Smith College See Lee, Gerald Stanley.


Sobell, Morton See Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell.


Society of Authors, Playwrights and Composers (Owen Rutter, D. Kilham Roberts) 7 ls. from BR, 1927–54. The first l. records his membership acceptance while the other ls. concern publishing matters. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 8.

Soviet Peace Committee Transcript of l. from BR, 21 Sept. 1962. (There are two typings of this l.) Re support for the Everyman III peace initiative. Ps., courtesy of Swarthmore College Peace Collection (one of the transcripts is from the SANE Papers). REC. ACQ. 717.

Speaking of Women (E. Hooper May) L. to BR, 10 Aug. 1951. Re permission to reprint the last paragraph of "Obsolete Ideas". Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2.


Sproul, Robert Gordon (U. of California) L. from BR, n.d. but 1939. Presumably about BR's attempts to obtain an immigrant's visa since he is enclosing a l. from Ellis Island (not extant). P., courtesy of Dept. of Special Collections, UCLA. REC. ACQ. 930.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Robert Lasch) 4 ls. from BR and 5 ls. to (one probably not sent), 1963–64. Re Is. the paper was either going to publish or not publish on China, Vietnam, nuclear war, the Kennedy assassination and the Warren Commission. The Is. sent for publication will be reported in the next Manuscripts and Typescripts update. Ps., courtesy of State Historical Society of Wisconsin. REC. ACQ. 877.

Stace, Amelia L. to and l. from BR, 1962. Re the high price of his books in Italy and the low amount paid translators. Her l. is encl. with l. to Unwin of 16 Jan. 1962. Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 3.


Stein, Sol See American Committee for Cultural Freedom.

Stephen, Karin (née Costelloe) 2 ls. from BR, April 1911. Re her work in philosophy. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Barbara Halpern. REC. ACQ. 434, Box 2.

L. to BR, 24 Oct. 1914. Thank-you l. for gift. Encl. with l. #1,140 to Lady Ottoline Morrell. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Ransom Humanities Research Center, U. of Texas at Austin. REC. ACQ. 69.

Stevens, Barry See Fox, Barry.

Stickland, Irina 52 ls. from BR, 1946–69 (one of the ls. previously reported in p. form). Re his writings, broadcasts, lectures, travel, books read, anti-nuclear work, ancestors, family members, and her first husband, Derek Wragge Morley. Also 2 Is. to her children, Stefan and Nicholas, 1957–60. Seven of the ls. to Irina, 1952–64, are published in Letters from Bertrand Russell (Penzance: The Triton Press, 1972). Gift of Dr. L. H. Stickland. REC. ACQ. 921.

Story Press (Whit Burnett) 2 ls. from BR, encl. answers to three questions and 5 ls. to, 1947–55. The ls. from BR are in addition to the ls. previously reported. Re Burnett's anthologies, The World's Best and This Is My Philosophy. Ps., courtesy of Princeton U. Library (Story Papers). REC. ACQ. 193a.


Steller, Mr. See German Democratic Republic.

Strong, C.A. 6 Is. from BR and l. on BR’s behalf from Patricia Russell, 1938–1939. Re the founding of Strong’s Philosophical Fellowship Fund for which BR was a trustee and visiting the Strong family in Paris. Ps., courtesy of Elizabeth de Cuevas. REC. ACQ. 948.


Sunday Times, The L. from BR, 29 July 1937. Re sending his review of Men of Mathematics. Misdated by BR since the review was published on 11 July 1937. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 873.

Sutcliffe, Sara L. from BR, 21 May 1963. Thank-you l. for birthday greetings and poem; encourages her anti-nuclear work in Canada. P., courtesy of Prof. John G. Slater and Miss Sutcliffe. REC. ACQ. 865.


Swedish Academy (Anders Österling) 3 ls. and 2 telegrams from BR, 1950. Re the Nobel Prize and BR’s lecture. Ps., courtesy of Swedish Academy Archives. REC. ACQ. 588.


Swinnerton, Frank L. to BR, 3 Feb. 1919. Re arrangements for the rental of BR’s studio in Fitzroy Square. Purchase (Malleson Papers). REC. ACQ. 596.

Szilard, Leo 2 Is. and telegram from BR, 1958–1959 with encl. Re Pugwash Movement meetings and looking forward to disagreements at future conference. Ps., courtesy of Harry Ruja from Special Collections, U. of California, San Diego Library. REC. ACQ. 1,090.

Tait, Katharine Jane 22 ls. from BR, 1963–1967. Mainly personal ls. with some references to her brothers, Alys Russell and Ralph Schoenman. Also a few comments on Vietnam and America. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,090.

Taylor, F. Janet L. from BR, 26 June 1927. Re Why I Am Not a Christian. Agrees that he is “as uncharitable as I accuse Christ of being”. P., courtesy of Miss Taylor. REC. ACQ. 855.

Thacker, Pte. A.T. (Harry) L. to and l. from, Aug. 1917. Re being transferred to the Infantry. This exchange possibly involves BR. Thacker’s l. is addressed to “Dear Sir” and the other l. is unsigned. Ps., courtesy of Cumbria Record Office (Marshall Papers). REC. ACQ. 982.

Thant, U (United Nations) 11 ls., tran-

Letter from BR to D. Kilham Roberts of the Society of Authors, Playwrights and Composers re a copyright situation arising in The Amberley Papers.
Nuclear Policy meeting on 19 May in Madison Square Garden. These are in addition to ones previously reported. Ps., courtesy of Manuscripts and Archives Division (N. Thomas Papers), New York Public Library. REC. ACQ. 513.


Thornton Butterworth Ltd. (Sir Treham Lever) L. from BR and 1. to, 1930. Refuses offer to write something for them. Encl. with 1. to Unwin of 15 Nov. 1930. Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 1.


Times Star, Cincinnati (George M. Payne) Telegram to BR, 22 Nov. 1924. Requests confirmation of his authorship of “What’s Wrong with the U.S.” P., courtesy of Yale U. Library (Diplomat Papers). REC. ACQ. 229a.


Transcripts of two of these Is. were also sent to Sir Stanley Unwin. Ps., courtesy of Allen & Unwin. REC. ACQ. 70, Box 2.

Thomas, Norman 3 Is. to BR and 1. from, 1960. Re Committee for a Sane

...ture tour of America can be arranged for the following autumn. P., courtesy of Dept. of Special Collections, UCLA. REC. ACQ. 1,020.


Urguhart, Clara 9 ls. from BR, 1947–61. Re BR’s contributions to her Last Chance and A Matter of Life and arranging to meet Albert Schweitzer. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 816.


Webb, Beatrice Transcript of extract from 1. to BR (in BR’s hand), 11 Oct. [1912] and transcript of 1. to, 14 Oct. 1912. Re his separation from Alys. Encl. with 1. #603 to Lady Ottoline Morrell. Microfilm and printout, courtesy of Ransom Humanities Research Center, U. of Texas at Austin. REC. ACQ. 69.

Wedd, Nathaniel 2 ls. and a p.c. from BR, 1899–1904. Re the vote on the Classical Tripos, Wedd’s fatigue, an invitation (refused) to visit BR at Ivy Lodge, ethics, Hugh Owen Meredith, and Sydney Waterlow. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,079.

Wedgeood, Josiah Clement, Baron L. from BR, 2 Sept. 1916. Re the prohibited areas ban. P., courtesy of U. of Keele. REC. ACQ. 788.


Weiss, Hertha L. from BR, 14 May 1952. Notes that he “receives so many books that there hardly remains room” for himself. P., courtesy of Leo Baeck Institute Archives (S. Dembitzer Papers). REC. ACQ. 860.


Wensburg, Erik See Columbia University Forum.


Westgate Press (Oscar Lewis) 2 Is. to...

Wheeler, Sir Mortimer See British Academy, The.


Whitehead, North See under North (unidentified).


Wilson, Edwin H. See American Huma­nist Association.

Wilson, H.P. See Norton (W.W.) & Co. Inc.

Wittgenstein, Ludwig 23 ls. from BR, 1915-22. Re suggesting Wittgenstein should visit Dziewicki in Cracow and should send a paper via R.B. Perry to BR during the War, his relief on finding him alive after the War, Wittgenstein's dictation to G.E. Moore, the Tractatus, arranging to meet at The Hague during Christmas 1919, BR's purchase of Wittgenstein's furniture and books to finance the meeting, Keynes, China, Dorothy Wrinch, his marriage to Dora Black, the birth of John Conrad, a possible meeting in Switzerland in 1922, and Gotthold Lessing. Ps., courtesy of Brian McGuinness from Brenner Archive, Innsbruck, Austria. REC. ACQ. 1,078.


Woods, James H. See under Eliot, Henry Ware.

Woolf, Cecil L. from BR, 2 March 1967, encl. brief biography. For use in Woolf and John Baggsley's Authors Take Sides on Vietnam. P., courtesy of Berg Collection, New York Public Library. REC. ACQ. 713.

Woolf, Leonard 5 Is. from BR, 1917-64. Re advice as to sources for Roads to Freedom, regretfully refusing to review Coulton, Sinclair Lewis, 13th Viscount Dillon and a thank-you for a birthday tribute. Ps., courtesy of Manuscripts Section, U. of Sussex Library. REC. ACQ. 583. [Note: This file also contains transcripts of the 5 ls. listed below.]


Yamamoto, S. See Kaizo, The.


